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Attachments:

I.

ACF cover letter and Final Report: 2015 Subsequent Primary Title IV-E
Foster Care Eligibility Review
You can access this and previous Title IV-E Foster Care Eligibility Reviews
at: http://ocfs.ny.gov/main/fostercare/titleiv-e/previous_findings.asp

Purpose
The purpose of this Local Commissioners Memorandum (LCM) is to inform local departments
of social services (LDSSs) that New York State (NYS) was recently found to be in substantial
compliance with federal Title IV-E child and provider eligibility requirements by the federal
Administration for Children and Families (ACF). This determination was based on the
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subsequent primary Title IV-E Foster Care Eligibility Review (FCER), completed at the Office of
Children and Family Services (OCFS) in Rensselaer during the week of September 14 –
September 18, 2015. N Y S passed the 2015 FCER with t w o error cases. This LCM
transmits the attached ACF Final Report on the 2015 FCER issued by ACF on January 29,
2016.
NYS passed this FCER with ACF findings of two error cases and two cases with improper
payments. ACF commended NYS for its continued efforts on improvements to court orders
that contain detailed child-specific information and for ensuring that judicial expectations are
clear when determining actions to achieve the desired permanency outcomes. These
improvements could not have occurred without the hard work and diligence of the LDSSs,
Family Courts, voluntary authorized agencies, and other local and state partners over the
last three years.
The review results demonstrate how important it is for NYS stakeholders to continue to work
together and focus our efforts on improving Title IV-E compliance and case documentation.
Continuous improvement is critical if we are to be ready for the next FCER in 2018.
If NYS had been found not to be in substantial compliance for this FCER, a new Performance
Improvement Plan (PIP) would have been required, followed by a secondary FCER in 2018.
The secondary FCER would have required a more extensive review of a much larger case
sampling of 150 cases with an error threshold of 10 percent (case error rate and dollar error
rate cannot exceed 10 percent). Due to the successful completion of the 2015 FCER, a PIP
and a secondary FCER are not required.
II.

Background
The 2015 FCER was performed on a random sample of 80 Title IV-E eligible foster care cases
with a Title IV-E claim. ACF randomly selected the sample from the Adoption Foster Care
Analysis and Reporting System (AFCARS) for the October 1, 2014 to March 31, 2015 Period
Under Review (PUR). Any case for which a Title IV-E claim was made at any time during the
PUR was subject to being selected as part of the sample. The outcome of the 2015 FCER
reflects the ongoing statewide commitment to improve on previous ACF review findings. For a
complete summary of past FCER results, visit the OCFS Title IV-E website at:
http://ocfs.ny.gov/main/fostercare/titleiv-e/Default.asp.

III.

Program Implications
LDSSs are reminded that the federal Title IV-E FCER occurs on a three-year cycle with the
next primary FCER to be held in 2018. The 2018 FCER will continue the 95 percent
compliance requirement (that is, no more than four sample cases can be found in error during
the selected PUR). Accordingly, OCFS and N Y S stakeholders must continue to focus
efforts on improving eligibility determination procedures, as well as procedures on gathering
and maintaining Title IV-E eligibility documentation. The attached report provides ACF’s
findings of our strengths and areas in need of improvement. OCFS will be in contact with
LDSSs to discuss t h e f i n d i n g s identified in the report.
LDSSs are encouraged to review and update their Title IV-E eligibility determination
procedures and to continue necessary activities to maintain and improve Title IV-E
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compliance. It is strongly recommended that LDSSs create a separate eligibility file for each
child for whom Title IV-E is being claimed. The file should be organized as outlined in the Title
IV-E Eligibility Documentation File Template (OCFS-2125) and include all completed eligibility
checklists and copies of all documentation that support the eligibility decision, including each of
the elements of Title IV-E eligibility. The LDSS review should specifically address the areas
noted in the ACF Final Report.
Additionally, OCFS will continue to work closely with all stakeholders to support additional
activities and communications that are essential to NYS’s success in future federal Title IV-E
FCERs. OCFS will be updating the Title IV-E Eligibility Manual and checklist, as well as
initiating additional training for LDSS staff. Information will be made available on the OCFS
Title IV-E website at http://ocfs.ny.gov/main/fostercare/titleiv-e/Default.asp.
Please contact your OCFS regional office if you have any recommendations, questions, or
concerns. Additionally, OCFS would like to acknowledge and thank all individuals who
participated in activities undertaken to prepare for the 2015 FCER.

Derek J. Holtzclaw
Issued By:
Name: Derek J. Holtzclaw
Title: Associate Commissioner for Financial Management
Division/Office: Administration - Financial Management
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